TREAD ANALYSIS IN UNDER A MINUTE

- Just one minute is all it takes to perform an Opti-Tread inspection on a four wheel vehicle
- When the inspection is complete the program prints the tire audit report
- The tire audit report helps customers understand the condition of their tires and why the technicians make their recommendations

WIRELESS, PRECISION TOOLS

- Measurements from the probe are sent to the workstation wirelessly using a Bluetooth® signal
- Electronic measurements reduce errors and increase accuracy
- Increases tire sales, alignments and other underbody work
Features

Customer Confidence
Opti-Tread® provides a uniquely easy to understand tire audit report that helps the customer see exactly what the mechanic sees. Understanding the information behind recommendations for service builds the trust and confidence a customer needs to proceed.

Help Videos
Detailed “how to” and “what if”

Ease of Use
Simply scan the “Start” barcode and take the measurements. The Scanner will automatically upload and print the tire audit report.

Fast Inspections
A one minute Opti-Tread inspection provides a detailed tire analysis that not only identifies tire problems but can also help identify alignment/balance and other underbody issues.